
alley

N. A narrow street, garden path, walk, an aisle, a passage

through a row of houses, a narrow back street

brackish

Adj. having a salty taste and unpleasant to drink; distasteful;

water that has a mixture of fresh and salt water

briny

Adj. salty, saline

brood

V. sit on in order to hatch; think deeply or worry anxiously; N: the young

of certain animals; group of young birds hatched at one time

cape

N. point of land that extends into a river, lake, or ocean; a sleeveless garment of various lengths,

fastened around the neck and falling loosely from the shoulders



cove

N. a small indentation or recess in the shoreline of a sea, lake, or river;

a hollow in a mountain, a cave, a sheltered area between woods or hills

engulf

V. to swallow up, overwhelm, consume; to bury, immerse,

submerge

estuary

N. an arm or inlet of the sea at the lower end of a river; 

A habitat in which the fresh water of a river meets the salt water of the ocean.

extract

V. to pull out by force, usually with extra effort; to obtain pleasure or comfort from a particular

source; to copy out of a book or pamphlet; to separate a mixture such as juice from a fruit; N. a

solid or liquid substance taken from a plant

facade

N. the front or face of a building; a surface appearance (as opposed to

what may lie behind); a superficial appearance or illusion of something



headstrong

Adj. stubborn; willful, determined to one's own way

ignite

V. to set on fire, to cause to burn; to heat up, excite

incite

V. to rouse, stir up, urge on

jetty

N. a pier or structure of stones, piles, or the like, projecting into the sea

or other body of water to protect a harbor, deflect the current

lackluster

Adj. not shiny; dull, mediocre, lacking brilliance or vitality;

lacking liveliness, vitality, spirit, or enthusiasm



luminous

Adj. bright, brilliant, glowing, reflecting light; clear, readily

intelligent; enlightening as in a writer's work

plaza

N. a public square or open space in any city or town; an area along a highway where there is food,

rest rooms, gas stations; a group of stores such as a shopping plaza

pluck

N. courage, spunk, fortitude; V. to pull off or out from the place of growth, as fruit, flowers, feathers,

etc.; to rob or plunder; to make a sound on a stringed instrument by pulling on the strings.

plume

N. a feather or cluster of feathers worn as an ornament; a visible pattern of smoke resulting from

emissions from a stack, flue, or chimney; V. to cover or adorn with feathers, to preen or clean it's

feathers (birds)

quagmire

V. a difficult situation; an area of boggy ground whose surface

yields when walked on; a bog; anything soft or flabby



radiant

Adj. shining, bright; giving forth light

or energy; bright with joy, hope; N. a

point or object from which rays

proceed

stoke

V. to poke, stir up, and feed (a fire or conversation); to tend a

fire or furnace

sullen

Adj. bad-tempered and sulky; gloomy, dismal, sluggish

undulate

V. to move in waves or with a wavelike motion up and down or back and forth; to have a wavelike

appearance or form, to have a wavy form or surface; (sound) to rise and fall in pitch

whet

V. to sharpen a knife or tool by grinding and friction, put an

edge on; to make keen or eager; stimulate


